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Dams represent the most significant anthropogenic disturbance to global rivers.
Previous studies have shown that free-living and particle-attached microbes exhibited
differentially in river and reservoir ecosystems. However, little is known about the dam’s
effect on their co-occurrence patterns. Here, a random matrix theory (RMT)-based
network approach was used to construct microbial ecological networks for free-living
and particle-attached communities in the immediate vicinity of the Three Gorges Dam
(TGD), based on a high-throughput sequencing of 16S rRNA gene. Microbial distribution
pattern showed that differences caused by lifestyle (free-living vs. particle-attached) were
greater than those caused by geographic position (upstream vs. downstream of the
TGD). Network analysis revealed higher connectivity and a lower number of modules
in the overall downstream networks. Furthermore, considering the lifestyle, the network
structures and properties for free-living and particle-attached microbes were different
between upstream and downstream of the dam. Specifically, free-living communities
located upstream of the dam exhibited a more complex co-occurrence pattern than
the particle-attached communities, whereas the opposite was true for those located
downstream of the dam. This variation indicated a strong impact of the dam on microbial
interactions for microbes with similar lifestyle in the vicinity of the dam. We identified
112 persistent operational taxonomic unit (OTU)-level species that stably coexisted
regardless of lifestyle and geographic positions. These persistent species occupied
21.33–25.57% of the total nodes in each network, and together with their first neighbors,
they contributed more than 50% of the nodes and edges belonging to each network.
Furthermore, we found that taxonomic affiliations for central nodes (with high degree)
varied in these persistent species sub-networks. Collectively, our findings expand the
current understanding of the dam’s effect on species interaction variation patterns for
free-living and particle-attached communities in the vicinity of the dam, which are more
complex than traditional alpha and beta microbial diversity.
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To investigate the potential dam impacts on microbial
interactions for free-living and particle-attached planktons, we
employed a random matrix theory (RMT)-based approach
to build microbial ecological networks based on the highthroughput sequencing data of 16S rRNA gene from sites
immediately upstream and downstream of the Three Gorges
Dam (TGD). The objectives are as follows: (i) to reveal the species
interaction patterns based on lifestyle (free-living vs. particleattached) and geographic position (upstream vs. downstream of
the dam) and (ii) to investigate how dam-induced changes in
microbial networks influence community stability upstream and
downstream of the dam.

INTRODUCTION
Dam construction has permanent impacts from species to
ecosystem levels and from local to global scales (Grill et al., 2015).
River fragmentation, diminishing the longitudinal connectivity,
is one of the greatest problems induced by dam. This in
turn particularly influences species migration and dispersal, as
well as organic and inorganic matter transport downstream.
Vast efforts have been made to elucidate the dam effects on
biogeochemical cycling (Maavara et al., 2020) and various
biodiversity (Wu et al., 2004) such as fish (Liermann et al., 2012),
bathetic diatom (Liu et al., 2013), microinvertebrate (Mihalicz
et al., 2019), and microbial plankton (Yan et al., 2015; Huang
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018). Specifically, dam significantly
shapes areas upstream of the dam to lacustrine state from
a free-flowing phase, trapping sediments, nutrients, and even
biodiversity (Vorosmarty et al., 2003; Maavara et al., 2014,
2015). One of our recent studies showed that microbial diversity
accumulates in a downstream direction in the reservoir with
various contributions from tributary, mainstem, and riverbank
soils (Wang S. et al., 2021). Similarly, downstream of the dam also
experiences severe environmental changes due to the alteration
of a river’s flow and sediment transport (Maren et al., 2013). It
has shown that microbial diversity reduced suddenly after the
dam (Liu et al., 2018). Collectively, damming has great impacts
on river ecology in a microbiological view. Some studies have
investigated the temporal patterns in microbial interactions for
free-living and particle-attached plankton or specific interactions
between cyanobacteria and other heterotrophic bacteria or
eukaryotes in river and reservoir ecosystems (Li et al., 2015;
Zhao et al., 2016; Liu L. et al., 2019), but there has been little
revealed as to how microbial interactions change upstream and
downstream of the dam.
It is acknowledged that river structure could leave an
imprint on microbial ecological network (Widder et al., 2014),
and microbial ecological network has close relationships with
temporal and spatial environmental fluctuations (Li et al., 2019;
Wang L. et al., 2021). Since free-living and particle-attached
planktons have been reported with different compositions and
activities in diverse aquatic environments (Rosel and Grossart,
2012; Li et al., 2018), they preferred differential microbial
interactions (Xu et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020), but little is
known on how damming could influence these interactions.
Even blocked by damming, passive dispersal of microbial species
transports some species from upstream to downstream of
the dam with water going through the dam. Furthermore,
previous studies have found the lifestyle transition between
free-living and particle-attached planktons in other aquatic
ecosystems, such as reservoir (Liu M. et al., 2019) and marine
environments (Teeling et al., 2012), under control of substrate
availability, motility, and chemotactic behavior (Grossart, 2010).
Therefore, it is reasonable to come up with a hypothesis that
the co-occurring microbial species could have distinct microbial
interaction patterns between upstream and downstream of the
dam; lifestyle transition may contribute to this distinctness due
to hydrodynamics fluctuation, accompanied with nutrient flux
variation, from water releasing to water impoundment.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field Measurements and Sampling
During October 2011, a field campaign was conducted in the
vicinity of the TGD (Supplementary Figure 1A). A total of 14
sites were chosen to collect water samples, seven of which were
distributed upstream of the TGD and the others downstream,
with the furthest site extending about 20 km up and 10 km
down of the TGD, respectively. During our sampling period, the
Three Gorges Reservoir started water impoundment, so water
level went up to 167–170 m before the dam (Tang et al., 2018).
The geographic information including latitude, longitude, and
elevation for each sampling site was recorded by GPS (eTrex
Venture, Garmin, United States). For each site, two filter pore
sizes (0.22 and 0.7 µm) were used. A pore size of 0.7 µm
was used to separate the large particles (particle-attached) from
free-living (0.22 µm) microorganisms. This is not the typical
choice of 3 µm for investigating particle-attached microbes, but a
previous study has shown that relatively higher similarities in GC
content, effective genome size, general taxonomic composition,
and functional gene categories were observed between 0.8 and
3 µm pore size cut-offs (Smith et al., 2013). Furthermore,
we did find distinct community compositions between 0.22
and 0.7 µm pore sizes regarding to either overall microbial
communities (Wang et al., 2012) or functional groups such
as ammonia-oxidizing archaea and bacteria (Huang et al.,
2016). Water samples for geochemistry measurements and
microbial analysis were collected following previous procedures
(Wang S. et al., 2021). In situ measurements, including depth,
temperature, conductivity (COND), pH, total dissolved solids
(TDS), dissolved oxygen (DO), turbidity (TURB), and oxidationreduction potential (ORP), were conducted by using a multipleprobe set Horiba (U20D, Japan). Concentrations of ammonium
(NH4 –N), nitrate (NO3 –N), nitrite (NO2 –N), silica (SiO2 ), and
phosphate (PO4 –P, DIP) were measured by spectrophotometric
Hach kits (Hach Chemical Co., IA, United States) in the field.

Water Geochemistry Measurements in
Laboratory
Additional filtrate through a 0.45-µm pre-combusted (500◦ C for
4 h) Whatman filter was collected for laboratory measurements,
including cations, anions, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC),
total dissolved nitrogen (TDN), and total dissolved phosphate
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was employed due to its advantage to automatically identify the
appropriate similarity threshold prior to network construction
(Deng et al., 2012). According to Deng et al. (2012), the following
steps have been involved into constructing networks based on this
approach: high-throughput sequencing data collection and data
transformation/standardization, pair-wise Spearman similarities
between any two OTUs, and an adjacent matrix by applying a
threshold to the correlation values determined by the RMT-based
approach. Once the adjacency matrix is defined, an undirected
network graph based on the strengths of the connections of each
OTU with all of the other connected OTUs can be drawn. In
our study, prior to network construction, OTUs were filtered by
occurrence; only those existing in more than 50% of the total
samples (that is, seven of 14 samples for overall upstream and
downstream networks and four of seven samples for UF, UP, DF,
and DP networks) were kept for network computation. Then, a
symmetric correlation matrix is calculated based on Spearman
correlation coefficient (r-value) and then converted into the
similarity matrix by taking the absolute values. Thereafter, an
optimal similarity threshold is determined by ramping up the
similarity threshold from 0.30 to 1.00 with 0.01 intervals. This
threshold was then used to filter the similarity values for
adjacency matrix, and only values above the threshold kept. In
this study, an identical cut-off of 0.90 was used to construct
overall upstream and downstream networks and 0.96 for UF,
UP, DF, and DP networks. The constructed networks were then
visualized and modified in the software Gephi 0.9.1 (Bastian
et al., 2009). Sub-networks for OTUs shared by UF, UP, DF,
and DP networks and their first neighbors (the OTUs that are
directly connected with those shared OTUs) were identified. In
this study, we used the term of “persistent species” for these
stably coexisting species in all networks regardless of lifestyle and
geographic positions.
Positive and negative associations in the networks have
specific ecological meanings. For example, positive association
may represent the same taxonomic affiliation, similar preferential
environmental conditions, interspecies cross-feeding, or niche
overlapping, whereas negative associations indicate a competitive
relationship or niche partitioning and/or a resistant ability to
be grazed by predator in a food web (Deng et al., 2012). The
network construction and statistical analysis were done at http:
//ieg4.rccc.ou.edu/mena/.

(TDP). Cations and anions were measured by direct current
plasma optical emission spectrometry (DCP-OES, Beckman,
United States) and Dionex ion chromatography (Dionex,
United States), respectively. TDN was determined by using hightemperature combustion on a Shimadzu TOC analyzer (TOCV) interfaced with a nitrogen detector, and TDP was analyzed
by persulfate oxidation (Sharp et al., 2002). Subtracting the
sum of NH4 –N and NOx –N from TDN was used to estimate
the abundance of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON). Dissolved
organic phosphorus (DOP) was calculated as the differences
between TDP and DIP. Water samples for cations were acidified
and stored at 4◦ C. Various volumes of water were filtered due to
changes in turbidity.

DNA Extraction, PCR, and Sequencing
DNAs were extracted from collected 0.22- and 0.7-µm
filters and then used for PCR with barcoded primer sets
(515F, 50 -GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA-30 and 806R, 50 GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT-30 ). PCR was performed in
triplicate for each sample, following the procedure of initial
denaturation at 98◦ C for 1 min, 30 cycles of 30 s at 95◦ C,
30 s at 53◦ C, and 30 s at 72◦ C and a final 5-min extension at
72◦ C. Each 25-µl PCR reaction system contained 2.5 µl 10×
PCR buffer, 2.0 µl of 2.5 mmol/l dNTP, 1.0 µl of each primer
(10 mmol/l), 0.25 µl of DNA polymerase (TaKaRa Taq, Dalian,
China), and 1.0 µl of genomic DNA (20–50 ng). The PCR
products from triplicate were combined and purified by agarose
electrophoresis. After quantification by Qubit fluorometer
(Invitrogen, United States), equal quantities of barcoded PCR
products from different samples were pooled and sent for
sequencing library construction. Sequencing was performed on
Illumina Miseq sequencing platform.

Data Processing
Paired-end reads were merged with fastq-join program
(Aronesty, 2011) and then assigned to different samples
based on barcode sequences using split_library.py in QIIME
(Caporaso et al., 2010) with default parameters. Further
quality control was carried out in Mothur (Schloss et al.,
2009) using trim.seq() function with parameters as follows:
maxhomop = 6, qwindowsize = 50, qwindowaverage = 25,
maxambig = 0, pdiffs = 1, bdiffs = 0, and minlength = 120. The
good quality sequences were sent to chimeric checking by using
ChimeraSlayer (Haas et al., 2011), and then the filtered sequences
were clustered at 97% sequence identity level by using UCLUST
(Edgar, 2010). Taxonomy was assigned against the Greengenes
database 13.8 using the ribosome database project (RDP)
classifier algorithm (Cole et al., 2014). The generated operational
taxonomic unit (OTU) table was resampled to 30,000 reads, and
the following analyses were based on these randomized data.

Topological Property of the Constructed
Ecological Networks
Global network properties were calculated as described in Deng
et al. (2012), including average connectivity (avgK), average
path distance (GD), and average clustering coefficient (avgCC).
Modularity was determined by using fast greedy modularity
optimization (Newman, 2006). We check the scale-free property
of networks by fitting network connectivity distribution with
the power law model. A scale-free network means only a few
nodes in the network have a large number of connections,
while most of the nodes have no or few connections (Barabási,
2009). Random networks were generated by randomization
procedure with 100 permutations to evaluate whether or not the

The Network Construction
Microbial ecological networks were constructed for samples
upstream and downstream of the TGD based on 16S rRNA
gene sequencing data. Then, we further built networks for freeliving and particle-attached microbes upstream (UF and UP) and
downstream (DF and DP) of the TGD. An RMT-based method
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(Supplementary Figure 1C), with a PERMANOVA significance
of P < 0.01. Furthermore, the free-living fraction distributions
were more scattered than their particle-attached counterpart
(Supplementary Figure 1C). Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria
were the major lineages for both free-living and particle-attached
communities (Figure 1), but Planctomycetes, Nitrospirae,
Cyanobacteria, Chlorobi, Bacteroidetes, and Acidobacteria were
more abundant in the particle-attached communities.

constructed networks were random, with the number of nodes
and links constant between random and experimental networks
(Deng et al., 2012). Nodes’ topological roles were identified as
previously described (Wang et al., 2018). Briefly, nodes could
be classified into four categories, namely, peripheral nodes,
connectors, module hubs, and network hubs.

Statistical Analyses
Clustering with Ward’s method was used to group samples
by environmental parameters. Differences in microbial
composition between samples were visualized using nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) based on Bray–Curtis
dissimilarity. NMDS and clustering were carried out via the
PAST program. Permutational multivariate analysis of variance
(PERMANOVA) was used to assess whether groupings apparent
in NMDS plots were significantly different. The partial Mantel
test was employed to figure out the significant environmental
factors that drive the structure of the whole network or those
sub-networks in terms of taxonomic lineages (Deng et al., 2012).
The response ratio (RR) was used to evaluate the relative changes
of taxonomic lineages between particle-attached and freeliving networks regardless of geographic position and between
upstream and downstream networks regardless of plankton
lifestyle. The calculations were performed by an in-house
pipeline1 . The RR value greater than zero means the abundance
of a certain taxonomic lineage increases in the treatment group.
The result is considered significant when the 95% confidence
interval (CI) does not overlap zero.

Contrasting Features for the Free-Living
and Particle-Attached Networks Both
Upstream and Downstream of the TGD
We created four networks based on their relative position to the
TGD and lifestyle, namely, UF, UP, DF, and DP (Figure 2). The
global properties for each network were calculated (Table 1).
High R2 values of power law models, ranging from 0.818 to
0.884, indicated that these four networks are scale-free. Module
structure could be considered as distinct groups of OTUs, those
within a module having more connections among themselves
than OTUs outside the module. High modularity values (0.671–
0.858) were detected in the free-living (UF and DF) and particleattached (UP and DP) networks both upstream and downstream
of the TGD (Table 1), with particularly higher values in UP
(0.858 vs. 0.781 in UF) and DF (0.811 vs. 0.671 in DP) networks.
For networks upstream of the TGD, we found greater avgK
(UF: 4.77 vs. UP: 2.506) and avgCC (0.381 vs. 0.237) and
more inter-module connections (10.78 vs. 5.48%) in the freeliving network than the particle-attached network (Table 1). The
opposite was true for networks downstream of the TGD, with
lower values in DF than DP network (avgK: 3.489 vs. 6.637;
avgCC: 0.285 vs. 0.369; inter-module connections: 3.40% vs.
12.40%) (Table 1). A randomization procedure detected that
the constructed networks were significantly distinct from the
randomly generated networks.
Four ecological roles, namely, peripherals, module hubs,
network hubs, and connectors, were assigned to each node based
on connectivity within and among modules. In this study, we
did not detect network hubs and module hubs for UF, UP, DF,
and DP networks, but we found some connectors. One was
distributed in the UF network, assigned to Bacteroidetes; three
in the DF network, belonging to different genera (Acinetobacter,
Rheinheimera, and an unknown genus in Chromatiales) in
Gammaproteobacteria; and three in the DP network, two of
which affiliated with Rhodoplanes in Alphaproteobacteria and
one with Rhodocyclales in Betaproteobacteria (Table 1). Notably,
although fewer total species were involved in the co-occurrence
networks downstream of the TGD (total nodes of 438 for DF
and 474 for DP) than those upstream (total nodes of 525 for
UF and 510 for UP), more connectors were identified (DF: three
connectors + DP: three connectors vs. UF: one connector + UP:
none) (Table 1). The UF connector was found in the UP network
as a peripheral node. One of the three DF connectors was
persistent in UF, UP, and DP networks and the other two occurred
in the UF network. Two of the DP connectors (belonging to
Alphaproteobacteria) were found as UP nodes, and the other one
in Betaproteobacteria was detected as a DF node.

RESULTS
Microbial Community Compositions and
Environmental Conditions Upstream and
Downstream of the TGD
Damming has changed hydrological conditions greatly. For
instance, the average value of pH was a bit higher upstream
than downstream of the dam (7.64 vs. 6.66). The fluctuation of
DO was concomitant with ORP, with declining trends observed
from upstream to downstream of the dam and the highest value
peaking immediately downstream of the dam (site DWON1). Turbidity was gradually decreasing when approaching to
the dam (22.6 to 9.5 NTU) in the reservoir, but it sharply
increased when water is going through the dam (28 NTU) and
then decreased dramatically further away from the dam (13.2
NTU). Nutrients such as silicates, TN, and TP slightly changed
between upstream and downstream of the dam. A clustering
tree showed that environmental conditions for waters just going
through the dam were more similar with those from upstream
(Supplementary Figure 1B), and we noticed that downstream
tributary DOWN-5 was distinctly different from other sampling
sites. For microbial community composition, a clear separation
between free-living and particle-attached fractions was observed
on the NMDS ordination regardless of geographic positions
1
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FIGURE 1 | Taxonomic compositions for free-living (A,B) and particle-attached (C,D) communities upstream and downstream of the Three Gorges Dam (TGD),
respectively.

5.391 in upstream network), shorter GD (3.528 vs. 4.681), fewer
modules (27 vs. 36), and lower modularity (0.570 vs. 0.692).

Greater Variation in Species Interactions
With Regard to Plankton Lifestyle Than
to Geographic Position

Persistent Species Co-occurred in the
Free-Living and Particle-Attached
Networks Both Upstream and
Downstream of the TGD

We then simplified networks by grouping nodes belonging to the
same taxonomic affiliation to show the interaction differences at
high taxonomic level (Supplementary Figure 2). Similar trends
were detected that UF and DP interactions were more complex
than UP and DF. Response ratio results showed that a total
of seven phyla were detected significantly different between
free-living and particle-attached networks (Figure 3), including
an archaeal phylum Thaumarchaeota and five bacterial phyla
Nitrospirae, Planctomycetes, Cyanobacteria, Acidobacteria, and
Bacteroidetes and a bacterial class Gammaproteobacteria.
However, when considering geographic position regardless of
lifestyle, only two bacterial classes (Alphaproteobacteria and
Deltaproteobacteria) were significantly different between overall
upstream and downstream networks (Supplementary Figure 3).
Although the relative abundances of taxa have less variation
between overall upstream and downstream networks, we did
detect great changes in network structures (Supplementary
Table 1). More complex and denser network was observed
downstream of the TGD, characterized by higher avgK (7.781 vs.

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

Although distinctly different network structures were detected
for free-living and particle-attached communities both upstream
and downstream of the TGD (Figure 2 and Table 1), a total of 112
OTUs were identified to persist in UF, UP, DF, and DP networks,
and we extracted them to generate sub-networks (Figure 4).
These co-occurring OTUs occupied 21.96–25.57% of the total
nodes involved in those four networks, but when considering
the first neighbors, they together occupied 48.04–67.09% of the
total nodes and 62.60–89.57% of the total links (Figure 5). The
relative abundances of these species were generally lower than
1% except for five OTUs. These first neighbors are all identified
as peripheral nodes, but they occupied a high proportion and
some of them have high degree and high betweenness, which
could be hub nodes. Species interactions in all the four networks
were mainly dominated by positive associations. Despite of
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TABLE 1 | Topological properties of free-living and particle-attached networks
upstream and downstream of the TGD.
Network
indexes
Total nodes

FIGURE 2 | Microorganisms with different lifestyles also differ in their response
to the influence of the dam. Nodes are colored by phylogenetic phyla (class
for Proteobacteria). Node sizes are proportional to degree. A red link indicates
positive correlation, and a blue link indicates negative correlation. UF,
free-living network for upstream; UP, particle-attached network for upstream;
DF, free-living network for downstream; DP, particle-attached network for
downstream.

UP

DF

DP

525

510

438

474

Total links

1,252

639

764

1,573

R2 of power
law

0.840

0.884

0.868

0.818

Average degree
(avgK)

4.770

2.506

3.489

6.637

Average
clustering
coefficient
(avgCC)

0.381

0.237

0.285

0.369

Average path
distance (GD)

8.989

6.381

6.670

6.380

Modularity
(fast_greedy)

0.781

0.858

0.811

0.671

Negative link
proportion (%)

7.91

6.73

1.57

1.46

Inter-module
connections
(%)

10.78

5.48

3.40

12.40

Number of
connectors

1

0

3

3

Connectors
taxonomic
affiliation

Bacteroidetes

–

Gammaproteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria
(Rhodoplanes×2)
(Chromatiales,
Betaproteobacteria
Acinetobacter, and
(Rhodocyclales)
Rheinheimera)

UF, free-living network for upstream; UP, particle-attached network for
upstream; DF, free-living network for downstream; DP, particle-attached
network for downstream.

low abundance of negative edges, the proportion is higher
in networks upstream (negative proportion: 4.85–6.55%) than
downstream (0.105–0.764%) (Table 1).
Nodes with higher connectivity are considered as central
nodes, so we focused on the top 10 nodes for each subnetwork and found that species involved shifted among subnetworks (Figure 4). Specifically, the central nodes for UF
sub-network contained Proteobacteria (Alpha-, Beta-, and
Gamma-), Chloroflexi, Cyanobacteria, Planctomycetes, and
Actinobacteria. The number of central nodes belonging to
Alphaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes increased in UP subnetwork and Nitrospirae occurred. A total of six central nodes
affiliated with Actinobacteria were found in DF sub-network,
indicating Actinobacteria played critical roles in the freeliving community downstream of the TGD. The predominant
position of Actinobacteria was replaced by Proteobacteria
(Alpha-, Beta-, and Gamma-), Planctomycetes, Acidobacteria,
and Gemmatimonadetes in DP sub-network.

FIGURE 3 | Response ratio analysis of taxonomic changes in
particle-attached (UP and DP) and free-living networks (UF and DF). Values
greater than zero indicate increased relative abundances in the free-living
networks, while those less than zero indicate microbes enriched in
particle-attached networks.

were employed (Table 2). The whole network structures did not
show any correlation with either geochemistry or nutrient factors.
Then, we considered nodes (OTUs) in different taxonomic
categories, and some categories showed close relationships with
geochemistry, while others were significantly controlled by
nutrients (Table 2). For example, in UF network, significant
correlations with geochemistry mainly occurred for OTUs

The Correlations Between the Network
Structures and Environmental Conditions
To explore the effects of water geochemistry- and nutrient-related
factors on variation of network structures, partial Mantel tests

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 4 | Sub-networks for the 112 shared operational taxonomic units (OTUs) persistent in the four networks. The node size was constant with the overall
networks, proportional to node degree. Edges were only kept those among the shared nodes. The top 10 OTUs with the highest node connectivity are shown in
inner circles and marked with taxonomic affiliation. Alpha, Alphaproteobacteria; Beta, Betaproteobacteria; Gamma, Gammaproteobacteria; Chlo, Chloroflexi; Cya,
Cyanobacteria; Acid, Acidobacteria; Actin, Actinobacteria; Bact, Bacteroidetes; Planc, Planctomycetes; Gemm, Gemmatimonadetes; Nitro, Nitrospirae; UF,
free-living network for upstream; UP, particle-attached network for upstream; DF, free-living network for downstream; DP, particle-attached network for downstream.
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FIGURE 5 | The contributions of shared OTUs and their first neighbors to the whole networks. UF, free-living network for upstream; UP, particle-attached network for
upstream; DF, free-living network for downstream; DP, particle-attached network for downstream.

TABLE 2 | The partial Mantel test to reveal environmental parameters that are correlated with class-level sub-network topology.
Geochemistry | nutrientsa
Class

UF

Acidobacteria

0.67**b

Betaproteobacteria

UP

Nutrients | geochemistry

DF

DP

UF

UP

DF
0.21†

DP

0.03

−0.07

−0.06

−0.20

0.00

0.00

−0.06

−0.01

−0.05

−0.11

−0.05

−0.06

−0.09

Flavobacteria

−0.14

−0.10

−0.07

0.06

−0.11

−0.03

−0.12

−0.17

Planctomycea

−0.30

−0.02

−0.69

0.13

Alphaproteobacteria

−0.06

−0.06

0.00

−0.09

−0.10

−0.06

−0.06

−0.05

Sphingobacteria

−0.10

0.09

−0.01

−0.05

−0.10

−0.15

−0.10

−0.05

−0.09

−0.35

−0.27

0.54**

−0.08

0.73*

−0.08

−0.26

Nitrospirae

0.34

0.60†

Gammaproteobacteria

0.07

0.05

−0.07

−0.07

−0.02

−0.05

−0.07

−0.04

0.21

0.09

−0.16

−0.01

−0.02

−0.19

0.03

−0.04

−0.19

−0.06

−0.06

−0.03

0.02

−0.03

0.38

−0.09

−0.13

−0.13

–

−0.10

–

–

−0.20

–

Synechococcophycideae
Opitutae
Actinobacteria
Deltaproteobacteria

0.80**

−0.31

0.01

−0.11

−0.43

−0.19

–

–
−0.03
0.19†

Clostridia

–

0.00

–

Bacteroidia

–

−0.05

–

Verrucomicrobiae

0.00

−0.50

Bacilli

0.22†
−0.51
–

−0.76

−0.20

−0.22

0.03

–

–

–

0.62

Solibacteres

–

0.82

–

0.23

–

Gemmatimonadetes

–

–

0.89*

–

0.35†
–

−0.14
−0.11
0.03
−0.19

0.75†
–

−0.08
–

–

0.46*
–
−0.03
–

–

−0.01

–

−0.87

Significant correlations are in bold.
a Geochemistry factors include pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, total dissolved solids, temperature, turbidity, oxidation-reduction potential, alkalinity, dissolved inorganic
carbon, cations (Mg, Ca, K, and Na), and anions (F, Cl, and SO4 ); nutrients include NO2 –N, NH4 –N, NO3 –N, dissolved organic nitrogen, total dissolved nitrogen, total
dissolved phosphorus, PO4 –P, dissolved organic phosphorus and dissolved silica, and TDN. “Geochemistry | nutrients” indicates the influences of water geochemistry
parameters to network structures under control of nutrient parameters, whereas the “nutrients | geochemistry” indicates the influences of water nutrient parameters to
network structures under control of geochemistry parameters.
b Mantel test r-value.
Significance symbol: **0.001 < P-value ≤ 0.01, *0.01 < P-value ≤ 0.05, and † 0.05 < P-value ≤ 0.1.
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In contrast, serious sediment scouring just before our sampling
time increased the suspended particles in the water immediately
downstream of the dam and further enhanced the microbial
interactions in particle-attached community. Therefore, the
relatively static conditions immediately upstream of the dam
favored free-living community, but the more dynamic conditions
downstream of the dam favored particle-attached community.
Despite these differences, some taxonomic lineages were favored
in both particle-attached networks (Figure 3). Their cooccurrence might reflect similar eco-physiological responses to
varying environmental conditions or metabolic interactions.
For instance, the enrichment of heterotrophic bacteria such
as Bacteroidetes may imply their roles in dissolved organic
matter transformation (Fernandez-Gomez et al., 2013), and the
co-occurrence of Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospirae potentially
indicates the co-metabolic interaction between ammoniaoxidizing and nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (Reji et al., 2019).
Dispersal of microbes from upstream to downstream of the
dam could explain the existence of the shared species cooccurring in UF and DF networks, as well as in UP and
DP networks (Figure 4). Since these shared OTUs and their
first neighbors contributed more than 50% of the nodes and
edges in each network (Figure 5), the loss of them could
cause severe impacts and even network structure collapse,
indicating these persistent species greatly influenced the network
structure stability. Furthermore, most of these species are rare
species that occupied extremely low abundances (usually <1%).
However, increasing evidence showed that rare species could have
disproportionately great effects on ecosystem function relative
to their low abundance (Lynch and Neufeld, 2015; Avolio et al.,
2019). Besides, those shared species between free-living and
particle-attached communities also indicated the transition of
plankton lifestyle occurring during the dispersal process, and
we also found that some peripheral nodes could become central
nodes such as connectors in other networks. Typical freshwater
microbes such as Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, and
Gammaproteobacteria had significant lifestyle variations during
the Microcystis bloom in the Three Gorges Reservoir (Liu M.
et al., 2019). One possible explanation for this kind of transition
is that they occupied unique niches with distinct combinations
of resources and microenvironments, which provide their ability
to directly respond to environmental change (Yenni et al., 2017).
In our case, under the variable hydrological and physicochemical
conditions, the shift between free-living and particle-associated
lifestyle may potentially help them to bear and utilize the
fluctuant nutrient influx over time (e.g., before vs. after water
impoundment) and space (e.g., upstream vs. downstream of
the TGD). In addition, the taxonomic affiliation of the central
nodes for sub-networks related to these shared species varied
by lifestyle and geographic positions, indicating the potential
function changes.
The topology properties of microbial network could be used
to imply community stability under various environmental stress
(Hernandez et al., 2021) or under climatic change conditions
(Wang et al., 2018). More complex microbial interactions
could be beneficial for higher efficiency of resource utilizing
(Morrien et al., 2017), better information transferring and

belonging to Acidobacteria and Opitutae, and Planctomycea with
nutrients. In UP network, Nitrospirae and Verrucomicrobiae
were marginally significantly correlated with geochemistry
and nutrients, respectively. For DF network, more taxa were
correlated with nutrients (Acidobacteria, Planctomycea, and
Verrucomicrobiae) than geochemistry (Deltaproteobacteria). In
DP network, Deltaproteobacteria and Gemmatimonadetes were
correlated with geochemistry and Clostridia with nutrients.

DISCUSSION
The dam effect on species interactions for free-living and particleattached planktons provides a new aspect for our understanding
about microbial responses to anthropogenic disturbance (i.e.,
dam construction) in river ecosystems. In this study, an RMTbased approach was employed to reveal the microbial interactions
upstream and downstream of the TGD regarding to different
lifestyles (free-living vs. particle-attached). Our results revealed
that the dam’s impact on microbial interactions was more
significant than microbial community composition. Specifically,
lifestyle was the predominant factor in determining microbial
community structures regardless of geographic positions relative
to the dam (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 1), but the
situation for microbial interactions was more complex. Both
lifestyles and geographic positions influenced the species cooccurrence patterns (Figure 2 and Table 1). A previous study
reported decreased microbial diversity immediately downstream
of the TGD (Liu et al., 2018), and our findings added that
hydrodynamic conditions downstream of the dam favored
overall denser species interactions, but free-living and particleattached communities performed differentially upstream and
downstream of the dam.
Contrasting microbial co-occurrence patterns for freeliving and particle-attached planktons between upstream and
downstream of the dam could be a sign of dam impact.
A previous study demonstrated that microbial interactions in
particle-attached community were more complex than those
in free-living community (Wang et al., 2020), and we indeed
found such phenomena for samples downstream of the dam
(Figure 2 and Table 1). An opposite situation was displayed for
samples upstream of the dam, the free-living network showed
more complex interactions than the particle-attached network,
as evidenced by higher avgK and avgCC, weakened modular
structure, and more inter-module connections (Table 1).
Dam-induced hydrological and geochemical changes between
upstream and downstream of the dam should be the primary
reason for this discrepancy. Lower flow velocity or longer water
resident time (WRT) was characterized in the TGD reservoir
(Tang et al., 2018), especially during water impoundment in
dry season. During our sampling time (October 2011), the
suspended sediment inflow dramatically decreased as compared
to September 2011 (Tang et al., 2016). Furthermore, long
WRT allowed more particles to settle down, as evidenced by
the lower turbidity immediately upstream of the dam. As the
physical space for particle-attached community reduced, the
opportunity of microbe–microbe interactions may be weakened.
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ecosystems. Our results revealed that microbial interactions
offered a novel insight into understanding damming-induced
impacts on microbial community beyond regular compositions
and diversity. In further studies, it is imperative to investigate
how dam-induced changes in microbial interactions influence
river ecosystem process.

disturbance buffering (Layeghifard et al., 2017), and consequently
strengthened ecosystem stability (Olesen et al., 2007). Previous
studies have shown that a relatively stable microenvironment
could be supplied by particles (or substrates) in the fluctuant and
dynamic ecosystem (Simon et al., 2002; Garneau et al., 2009), thus
leading to more active particle-attached plankton community
than the free-living counterpart (Li et al., 2018). Species
interactions could be considered as an endogenous regulator
of community, as different combinations of microorganism
can be recruited to occupy the central positions in networks
(Konopka et al., 2015). That is to say, more complex interactions
among diverse microbes ensured the buffering capacity against
environmental disturbance. Based on the above reasoning, more
complex microbial interactions in particle-attached community
downstream of the TGD may indicate a more efficient nutrient
transferring and substrate transformation.
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CONCLUSION
In summary, this study demonstrated that microbial
interaction patterns in the vicinity of the TGD and their
relationships to environmental factors varied dependent on
both geographic position relative to the dam (upstream vs.
downstream of the dam) and plankton lifestyle (free-living vs.
particle-attached). Regardless of geographic position, particleattached plankton community showed more complex and
closer interactions, enriching taxa such as Thaumarchaeota,
Nitrospirae, Bacteroidetes, and Gammaproteobacteria, which
usually form co-metabolic interactions. When considering both
geographic position and lifestyle, the common notion that
particle-attached species generate more complex interactions
than free-living counterpart only held true for communities
downstream of the dam, whereas the opposite is true for
upstream communities. More complex microbial interactions
in particle-attached community downstream of the TGD may
indicate higher community stability, which was beneficial for
efficient nutrient transferring and substrate transformation.
Most interestingly, we found persistent species co-occurred in
free-living and particle-attached communities both upstream
and downstream of the dam, primarily triggered by both
water dispersal (from upstream to downstream) and lifestyle
transition (between free-living and particle-attached). These
persistent species and their first neighbors in each network
contributed more than 50% of the total nodes and edges,
indicating their potential great influence on maintaining the
network structure in the vicinity of the dam in the river
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